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The Engineering Design Project Series was developed to support compatible 
modules by allowing students to design and/or build animal homes, tools, machines, and designs 
of their own creation. Taking between 4-6 sessions, the projects strengthen skills and ideas about 
choosing materials, using tools, working with the limitations of materials, solving problems 
and overall project design.

Project Guide shows teachers how to integrate technology and design skills in a hands-on, 
inquiry format for their students. Through a series of sessions, students develop strong process 
and design skills.

The Project Guide brings teachers up to speed for the science content with the design project 
through “Teacher Background Information” and in-context session notes. Teachers can feel 
comfortable with leading the class—whether they have a long history of teaching science 
and engineering or not.

Each Project Guide focuses on a Big Idea. Through a series of diff erent experiences and 
discussions over  4-6 sessions, students develop a deep understanding of the Big Idea 
by designing a project to demonstrate their understanding. 

Sessions follow a consistent sequence.
Engage – In this section of a session, the teacher introduces the topic. The goal is to  
briefl y generate interest, activate prior knowledge, or link the day’s activities to what   
has come before.

Explore – This is often (but not always) and hands-on exploration conducted in small 
groups.

Refl ect and Discuss – In this important section, the teacher and students discuss what 
they observed, share ideas and data, and refl ect on the day’s activities. This portion of 
session brings the class back to the Big Idea.

You’ll fi nd that while the session format is very consistent, students explore science content, 
engineering principles and the process of “doing science” in a large variety of ways.

You’ll also fi nd that students LOVE the mix of active, 
hands-on, minds-on science. 

Project Guide

Engage
briefl y generate interest, activate prior knowledge, or link the day’s activities to what   
has come before.

Refl ect and Discuss
they observed, share ideas and data, and refl ect on the day’s activities. This portion of 
session brings the class back to the Big Idea.

has come before.

Explore
groups.
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Human Tools  
Design Project
A QuiCk lOOk

Big idea

People develop tools and 
technology to meet their 
needs.

Overview
Children discuss how human body parts can be used as tools. 
They identify tools and technologies that humans have developed 
to expand our natural capabilities and meet our needs. They 
consider the limitations of tools and technologies, as well as the 
ways they improve our quality of life. Finally, children identify a 
need and design a simple tool to meet that need.

Process Skills  key notes

 

• The activities for this project will take at least two weeks and, 
depending on student interest and the complexity of their 
projects, could last longer.

• In Sessions 4 and 5, children design, build, and demonstrate 
tools called Chindogu. The concept of Chindogu—meaning 
“an odd or distorted tool”—was developed by the Japanese 
inventor Kenji Kawakami. Chindogu are useful, but usually 
unnecessary, tools.  They are often silly or humorous, and 
sometimes even embarrassing to the user. To learn more 
about Chindogu, visit www.sciencecompanion.com/links for 
suggestions of interesting web sites.

• If you need children to bring any materials from home for 
their Chindogu projects, send home the Teacher Master 
“Request for Materials” a week prior to starting the project.

H u M A n  T O O l S 

D E S i G n  P R O J E C T

|   HUMAN TOOLS DESIGN PROJECT

• Classifying

• Communicating

• Creating and using 
models

• Planning a process

• Designing or building

• Choosing materials

• Using tools

• Working with the 
limitations of materials

• Solving problems

Technology/Design 
Skills

http://www.sciencecompanion.com/links
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Standards and Benchmarks
While designing, building, and demonstrating their Chindogu 
tools, students develop Science and Technology Standard E 
(Abilities of Technological Design): “Identify a simple problem…
Propose a solution…make proposals to build something or get 
something to work better…Implement proposed solutions…
Evaluate a product or design…Communicate a problem, design, 
and solution.” 

During the project they also focus on The Designed World 
Benchmark 8B (Materials and Manufacturing): “Several steps 
are involved in making things and Tools are used to help make 
things…Different tools have different uses. They also address 
The Habits of Mind Benchmarks 12C and 12D (Manipulation and 
Observation and Communication Skills): “Make something out of 
paper, cardboard, cloth, wood, plastic, metal, or existing objects 
that can actually be used to perform a task…” and “Interpret 
pictures of real world events.”

Project Goals
1. Describe the way human body parts can be used as tools.

2. Match human body parts with tools and technology that 
extend human capabilities.

3. Gain perspectives on the development and capabilities of 
various technologies, as well as their limitations.

4. Design a simple tool that accomplishes a task.

Assessment Options
Consider using the Human Tools and Technology Rubric to assess 
the students after Session 5.
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Rubric: Human Tools and Technology



Materials

item Quantity notes
Classroom Supplies

Boxes, shoebox size Several To build Chindogu designs. (Session 4)

Cardboard Several pieces To build Chindogu designs. (Session 4)

Erasers Several To carry, use, or store in Chindogu designs. 
(Session 4)

Knife 1 For sensory observation. (Session 1)

Notebooks Several To carry, use, or store in Chindogu designs. 
(Session 4)

Paper, 8 ½ x 11 Many sheets To carry, use, or store in Chindogu designs. 
(Session 4)

Paper clips Many To carry, use, or store in Chindogu designs. 
(Session 4)
To build Chindogu designs. (Session 4)

Paper, construction Several pieces To build Chindogu designs. (Session 4)

Pencils Several To carry, use, or store in Chindogu designs. 
(Session 4)

Pliers 1 pair For sensory observation. (Session 1)

Push pins Many To carry, use, or store in Chindogu designs. 
(Session 4)

Rubber bands Many To build Chindogu designs. (Session 4)

Scissors Several pairs For sensory observation. (Session 1) 
To cut materials when building Chindogu designs. 
(Session 4)

Staplers 3 To staple materials when building Chindogu 
designs. (Session 4)

String 2 rolls To build Chindogu designs. (Session 4)

Tape 3 rolls To tape materials when building Chindogu 
designs. (Session 4)

Twist ties Many To attach materials when building Chindogu 
designs. (Session 4)

Wrench 1 For sensory observation. (Session 1)

Curriculum items

“Human Tools” Photo Cards (Session 1)

Overhead Transparency “Chindogu Tool Examples” (Session 4)

Teacher Master “Request for Materials” (Session 1)

Teacher Master “Photo Card Matches” (Session 1)

Teacher Master “Interview—Student” (Session 2)

Teacher Master “Chindogu Tool Sketch”(Session 4)

Family Link “Interview—Adult” (Session 2)

Rubric: Human Tools and Technology (optional)

14 |   HUMAN TOOLS DESIGN PROJECT
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 Preparation

Session 1
q Have a pair of scissors, a knife, a pair of pliers, and a wrench on 

hand for the sensory observation.

q Cut out one set of “Human Tools” Photo Cards for each group 
(or have children help you cut out the cards during their free 
time.)

q Review the Teacher Master “Photo Card Matches” to help 
children make classification decisions during the exploration.

Session 2
q Make one copy of the Teacher Master “Interview—Student” 

and one copy of the Family Link “Interview—Adult” for each 
child.

Session 4
q Set up a supply station with materials for the Chindogu tool 

building project.

q Look at the Overhead Transparency “Chindogu Tool 
Examples” to see some simple Chindogu designs.

q Make one copy of the Teacher Master “Chindogu Tool Sketch” 
for each child.

Vocabulary
Chindogu . . . . . . . . . . . A Japanese word meaning “an odd or 

distorted tool.” Chindogu are useful tools 
that are usually silly. They are often either 
unnecessary or overly complex in their 
design. They don’t make life much easier, 
but they might make it more fun!

tool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A device used to accomplish a task.

technology  . . . . . . . . . The knowledge and skills used to 
accomplish a task (e.g., computer 
technology). Technology usually refers to a 
complex system that involves many tools.

Colleen
Text Box
 Sessions 2, 3 and 5 are not included in this online sample.
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Session 1—Exploring Tools and Technology

 Engage

Sensory Observation
Students learn how human body parts can be used as tools. 

1. Hold up a pair of scissors, a knife, a pair of pliers, and a wrench. 
Ask the children to categorize these different items.

2. If students aren’t able to categorize them, explain that these 
objects, as well as many other human-made things, are often 
called “tools.”

3. Ask for volunteers to think of body parts that can be used like 
these tools (Hands can tear like scissors; fingers can grip and 
hands can turn like the pliers or wrench; teeth can cut and tear like 
a knife or a pair of scissors.)

4. Explain that these are fairly simple yet useful tools. Humans 
have also invented more complicated tools, called “technology.” 
Ask the children for some examples of technology. (Computers, 
cars, cell phones, etc.)

 Explore
Children match photos of human body parts with tools and 
technology.

1. Explain that the tools and technology that humans invent and 
create often help us to extend capabilities we already have. 
Let children know that they will look at some examples and 
compare them to human body parts.

2. Divide the children into groups. Hand out a set of “Human 
Tools” Photo Cards to each group.

3. Children locate the photos of the various body parts, and pair 
them with the corresponding photos of tools that extend the 
capabilities of those parts.

4. As children work, there may be disputes about which tools or 
technology should be matched with a certain body part. While 
mediating those disputes, help them to realize that some of 
the tools and technology examples may be paired with more 
than one body part. (For example, the space suit could fit with 
skin since it protects the skin. It could also fit with lungs since there 
must be a way to breathe when wearing the suit.)

teacher Note: See the Teacher Master “Photo Card Matches” for 
assistance with identifying the matches between body parts and tools and 
technology.

   

  
            

      

             
            

         

  “Human Tools” Photo Cards  

Teacher Master 2
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 Reflect and Discuss

Sharing and Synthesizing
1. Groups share their photo card pairings with the class. As they 

share, record their matches on the board.

2. Ask if other groups classified their photos in the same way. If 
any have different matches, ask them to explain why they made  
these pairings. Discuss some of the reasons for these 
differences.

Big idea

People develop tools and 
technology to meet their 
needs.
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Session 4—Designing and Building 
a Chindogu 

 Engage
Children learn about the design project and the concept of 
Chindogu. They also discuss a variety of Chindogu designs. 

1. Explain that they will now begin a process of designing, 
building, and presenting a tool to the class.

2. Children’s designs should be inspired by the Japanese concept 
of Chindogu. Show an illustration of a Chindogu design on the 
Overhead Transparency “Chindogu Tool Examples.” While 
showing the example, explain the following:

• The concept of Chindogu—meaning odd or unusual tool—
was created in Japan by the inventor Kenji Kawakami. 

• Chindogu are useful, but not necessary, to accomplish a 
task. 

• Chindogu are usually humorous, embarrassing, or silly. 

• They are overly complex, and could be designed more 
simply.

3. Show children the remaining Chindogu illustrations. Give them 
a chance to share their opinions of the various designs. During 
the conversation, you might focus on some of the following 
questions:

• In what ways are the tools odd and unusual?

• In what ways are the tools useful?

• Are the tools necessary? Why or why not?

• How could the tools be designed more simply?

 

     
          

      

           
              

 

            
          

    

           

         
         

           
            

        
     

           
         

 

            
            

      

          
           
         

            
           

 

           
   

Overhead Transparency “Chindogu Tool 
Examples”, Visual 13

Colleen
Text Box
 Sessions 2, 3 and 5 are not included in this online sample.
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 Explore

Designing and Building a Chindogu Tool
Children look through the gathered materials at the supply station 
and sketch their ideas for Chindogu designs.

1. Briefly describe today’s task to the children. Their job is 
to sketch and then build a tool that is in the “spirit” of the 
Chindogu designs.

2. Explain that their tool should be designed to carry, use, or 
store a classroom item or items (e.g., pencils, erasers, paper, 
notebooks, paper clips, pushpins, etc.).

3. For example, the following are some ideas for designs involving 
pencils:

• Carrying pencils—Create a necklace out of string, attach 
several pencils to it using rubber bands and paper clips.

• Using a pencil—Break a pencil in half, attach the two 
pieces with a rubber band so the lead and the eraser can 
be used simultaneously without turning the pencil back 
and forth to write and erase.

• Storing pencils—For quick access to pencils find a way to 
attach them to notebooks and other places where writing 
is done.

4. Let the class examine the materials at the supply station. Then 
bring them back to their desks and hand out a Teacher Master 
“Chindogu Tool Sketch” to each child. 

5. Help the children determine which classroom item or items 
they will design their Chindogu to work with. Once they select 
their item(s), they record that information on the teacher 
master.

6. Each child draws a labeled sketch of their Chindogu idea. If 
necessary, let them visit the supply station again to view the 
available materials.

7. Give the children time to build their Chindogu. Circulate and 
give assistance when necessary.

Teacher Master 5

Colleen
Text Box
 Sessions 2, 3 and 5 are not included in this online sample.
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Human Tools: Assessment 1Rubric: Human Tools and Technology

Rubric: Human Tools and Technology

Criterion A Criterion B Criterion C

Parts of the human body 
can be used as tools. 

Tools and technology 
can extend capabilities 
of human body parts.

Tools and technology 
can improve our lives, 
but they can also 
contribute to problems.

4 - Exceeds 
Expectations

Understands at a secure 
level (see box below) and 
shows interest in looking 
for ways they are used in 
everyday situations.

Understands at a 
secure level (see box 
below) and can apply 
this understanding to a 
variety of situations.

Understands at a secure 
level (see box below) 
and shows an interest 
in looking for ways 
this occurs in everyday 
situations.

Explores content 
beyond the level 
presented in the 
lessons.

3 - Secure
(Meets 
Expectations)

Can explain how parts of 
the body can be used as 
tools.

Can describe the ways 
that many tools and 
technology can extend 
the capabilities of human 
body parts.

Can describe a number 
of ways that tools and 
technology can improve 
our lives as well as 
contribute to problems.Understands 

content at the 
level presented 
in the lessons and 
does not exhibit 
misconceptions.

2 - Developing
(Approaches 
Expectations)

Knows that some parts of 
the body can be used as 
tools, but cannot explain 
how they can be used.

Knows that, in general, 
tools and technology can 
extend the capabilities 
of human body parts, but 
is unable to describe how 
this occurs.

Knows that tools and 
technology can improve 
our lives and contribute 
to problems, but can 
only describe a few ways 
this can occur.

Shows an 
increasing 
competency with 
lesson content.

1 - Beginning Doesn’t know that some 
parts of the body can be 
used as tools.

Doesn’t know that tools 
and technology can 
extend the capabilities 
of human body parts.

Doesn’t know that tools 
and technology can 
improve our lives or 
contribute to problems.

Has no previous 
knowledge of 
lesson content.



Human Tools Teacher Master 2Photo Card Matches  (Session 1)                              

Photo Card Matches

Body Part Tool or Technology*

Arms Hammer

Hands Pliers, sharp knife, scissors

Cupped hands Water pitcher

Feet Boots, swim fins

Legs Bicycle, school bus

Skin Bee suit, hooded jacket, astronaut suit

Mouth Cell phone

Teeth Sharp knife, scissors

Ears Hearing aid

Eyes Binoculars

Lungs Snorkeling child

Bones Cast

Brain Calculator, computer

*Teacher Note: Some of the tools and technologies may correspond with more than one body part. For example, 

the knife, fork, and spoon might be classified with hands or with teeth.



Chindogu Tool Sketch (Session 4)

Name:      Date:  

Human Tools Teacher Master 5

Chindogu Tool Sketch

What classroom item or items will your tool work with?

Draw and label a sketch of your tool:
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Arms Hands Cupped Hands Feet

Legs Skin Mouth Teeth

Ears Eyes Lungs Bones

Brain
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“I Wonder” Circle®
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 I Wonder: notice, ask questions, state problems
 I Think: consider, gather information, predict
 I Try: experiment, model, test ideas, repeat
 I Observe: watch, examine, measure
 I Record:  record data, organize, describe, classify, graph, draw
 I Discover: look for patterns, interpret, reflect, conclude,
  communicate discoveries

Science Companion 

uses the “I Wonder” 

Circle to help students 

reflect on how they

 (and other scientists!) 

do science.
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Collecting and Examining Life
From collecting animal tracks to 
dissecting flowers, children deepen 
their understanding of what makes 
something alive as well as exploring 
the similarities and differences among 

living things.
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ce Weather

One day students learn to use a 
thermometer to record temperature, 
another day they measure rainfall 
or investigate the nature of ice. 
Throughout the year, students use 

their senses as well as scientific tools to discover that 
weather is a dynamic part of nature.
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Solids, Liquids, and Gases
While deciding what makes a solid a 
solid, watching water disappear from 
an open cup, or comparing various 
liquids, children find the value in asking 
questions and probing the world 

around them for meaningful answers.Ph
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Motion
Through activities that engage 
children’s bodies and minds, children 
move their own bodies in various ways 
to learn about motion, as well as build 
ramps, roll toy cars, drop and crash 

marbles, slide pennies and shoes, and even fly paper 
airplanes.
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Rainbows, Color, and Light
Through experiments with prisms, 
mirrors, bubbles, water, sunlight, and 
flashlights, children bring rainbow 
effects into their classroom and onto 
the playground. They also mix colors to 

observe that colored light produces different results 
than mixing pigmented paints, dough, or water.
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d Early Science Explorations
From making a collage of the leaves 
and seeds they find to constructing a 
lever from rocks and wood, children are 
introduced to the wonders of science 
and scientific exploration. Contains 7 

studies in one book: Growing and Changing; Class Pet; 
Collections from Nature; Constructions; Dirt, Sand and 
Water; Sky and Weather; and My Body.
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Rocks
One day children examine fossils, 
another day they might test minerals. 
As children collect, examine, describe, 
and experiment with rocks, minerals 
and fossils, they hone their observation 

skills and begin to unravel the puzzle of what rocks are 
and how they are formed.
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Magnets
From testing what sort of everyday 
objects are attracted to magnets to 
comparing the strength of different 
magnets, children deepen their 
observation skills while learning about 

the nature of magnets.Ph
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Life Cycles
From watching a pea sprout to feeding 
apples to butterflies, children closely 
study four organisms, including 
humans, to observe the remarkable 
growth and change that living things 

experience during their life spans.
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Soils
From closely observing soil components 
and their properties to discovering the 
importance of earthworms, children 
use their senses of sight, smell, and 
touch to explore the wonders of soil.Ea
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h 
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PreK-6 Inquiry Science Curriculum
Inspiring students to explore their world.

888.352.0660
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Habitats
From going on a nature walk to 
dissecting owl pellets, children are 
asked to think about how organisms 
(plants, animals, fungi, and microscopic 
living things) survive in the places they 

live, and how they interact with other living things.
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Light
Whether watching light “bend” a 
pencil in water or building a periscope, 
the combination of hands-on, multi-
sensory learning enables children 
to understand what light is, how it 

behaves, and why it makes sight possible.Ph
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Electrical Circuits
Whether exploring static charges, 
figuring out how to get a light bulb 
to light, or testing the conductivity of 
everyday objects, students experience 
firsthand the excitement of electricity 

and scientific discovery.Ph
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One day children chart the moon’s 
cycles, another day they might make a 
scale model of our solar system. By 
observing the world around them, they 
address questions such as “Why are 

there seasons?” and “Why does the moon appear to 
change shape?”
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Nature’s Recyclers
By watching composting worms create 
soil, to modeling the nutrient cycle, 
students have the opportunity to 
investigate the organisms that carry 
out the process of decomposition and 

recycle nutrients in an ecosystem.
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Watery Earth 
Whether following a drop of water 
through the water cycle, measuring 
their own water usage, or exploring 
how filters clean dirty water, students 
are encouraged to use what they learn 

to have a positive impact on water resources.
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Matter
With challenges like exploring what 
they can learn about an unknown 
substance called “Whatzit,” students 
experience the excitement of scientific 
discovery and gain an appreciation of 

the scientific method used by professional scientists.Ph
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Earth’s Changing Surface
From building river models that explore 
erosion and deposition to touring the 
school grounds looking for evidence of 
the earth’s changing surface, students 
use hands-on investigations to discover 

the dynamic nature of the earth’s surface.
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Human Body in Motion
By modeling how muscles move bones, 
testing reflexes, and measuring the 
effects of exercise on breathing and 
heart rate, students begin to appreciate 
the interactions between body parts 

and recognize the importance of protecting them by 
making healthy choices.
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Energy
Whether testing the efficiency of light 
bulbs, exploring heat conduction, 
or designing an imaginary invention 
demonstrating the transfer of energy, 
students discover that energy is at the 

root of all change occurring in the world around them.Ph
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Force and Motion
By demonstrating and explaining 
ways that forces cause actions and 
reactions, as well as gaining a deeper 
understanding of basic forces such as 
friction and gravity, students discover 

the many ways that forces affect the motion of objects 
around them.
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Design Projects
Animal Homes, Human Tools, Simple 
Machines, Moving Systems, Electrical 
Circuits, Human Systems. 
The design project series was 
developed to support compatible 

modules by allowing students to design and/or build 
animal homes, tools, machines, and designs of their 
own creation. Taking between 4-6 sessions, the 
projects strengthen skills and ideas about choosing 
materials, using tools, working with the limitations of 
materials, solving problems, and overall project design.
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Science Skill Builders
With 21 lessons spanning the breadth 
and depth of science skills, students 
develop a core understanding of using 
tools in science, scientific testing, 
observation skills, and the importance 

of analysis and conclusions.
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Program Features FOSS Science Companion STC

Prepares students to do 
inquiry-based science

Lesson O introduces students to 
the scientific method through the 
“I Wonder” Circle

Hardback, colorful, content-rich 
student reference materials for 
upper elementary students

Student Reference Books

Bound student science notebooks 
to foster student literacy and 
reading skills P The original Student Science 

Notebooks

Parallels in instructional design to 
Everyday Mathematics®

Developed by the creators of 
Everyday Mathematics®

Variety of assessment strategies P Teacher-friendly formative and 
summative assessment strategies P

A variety of pilot options to fit the 
interests and needs of districts

Several no-cost pilot options, 
including an innovative online pilot 
program

Correlations to local and state 
science standards

Correlated to state standards with 
customized local standard 
correlations available upon request

Teacher must gather minimal 
teacher supplied items P ExploraGear and Supplemental 

Classroom Supplies available P
Early Childhood activity-based 
modules available (K Only)

Modules developed specifically 
for PreK-K available

Unique content offered to meet 
standards

Light and Rainbows, Color, and 
Light modules available

Children develop science habits of 
mind in addition to content 
knowledge

“I Wonder” Circle integrates 
modules as tool for student 
reflection

Engaging activities nourish 
children’s curiosity P Engaging, hands-on activities 

focused on Big Ideas P
Supports teachers in reaching 
Big Ideas

Reflective  Discussions help 
children integrate their experience 
and build science knowledge

Full curriculum available digitally
Hyperlinked teacher materials 
(iTLM’s) & digital student materials 
build affordable access

P

P

P

P
P
P

P
P
P
P
P
P
P

P
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A New Way to Pilot...

www.sciencecompanion.com

An Innovative Free Online Pilot Program!
We know that both time and financial resources are limited for 
school districts these days. 

So, we are delighted to introduce an exciting new digital opportunity 
for you to try Science Companion materials at no cost, at a scale that 
is easily manageable.  And it’s high tech, too!

Come to our Online Pilot Website and find:
• Sample lessons from eight of our modules.
• Conversation and support from content and teaching experts.
• Free digital teacher materials and student resources.
• Directions on how  to order  ‘lending library’ for kit materials.
• A pilot that will give you a rich taste of inquiry science but re-

quires no more than a handful of classroom sessions.

“I think this is an awesome resource for doing science.” 
Field Test Teacher

There are a limited number of online pilots available, 
so contact us now to  find out how you can 

explore Science Companion at your pace, for free.

(And, of course, we have traditional pilots available too. Just ask!)

888-352-0660 
pilot@sciencecompanion.com



Succeed with Science Companion

The spirit of inquiry.  An invitation to curiosity.  The tools for success.

Inquiry-based learning in science is exciting, effective, 
and evocative. It also can be challenging. 

We can help you take the mystery out of inquiry!

Philosophy
A half-day session introducing the methodology, 
pedagogy, and best practices of Science Companion.

Implementation
Building from specific modules your district is using, 
a hands-on exploration of how to best implement 
Science Companion in your classrooms.

Assessment and Science 
Formative and summative assessment can work together 
to strengthen teaching and test scores!

Coming from Everyday Math 
Science Companion was developed by the same research-
ers who developed Everyday Mathematics, and many of 
the same pedagogical tools are used. Making the jump to 
Science Companion is easy!

Train the Trainers
Build a community of Science Companion experts in your 
district or intermediate unit.

It’s in the Bag! 
Fully customizable workshops to meet your needs.  Contact us to 
learn how we can best help you!

Designed by  the 
University of Chicago’s 
Center for Elementary 

Math & Science 
Education.

Participants
Teachers and administrators
in districts using Science 
Companion.

Length
Mix and Match to your needs 
to build a half day or full day 
session.

Continuing Education 
CEU’s available, please ask us 
about we can work with you to 
arrange credits.

Cost
Ask your rep for more 
information!

Professional Development
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Get a Full Curriculum Sample

Check out a Pilot Program

Get a Custom Scope & Sequence

Get a Full Curriculum Sample

Check out a Pilot Program

Get a Custom Scope & SequenceGet a Custom Scope & Sequence

Get a Full Curriculum Sample

Check out a Pilot Program

Get a Custom Scope & Sequence

Phone/Fax: 888-352-0660

8400 Woodbriar Drive
Sarasota, FL 34238

info@sciencecompanion.com
www.sciencecompanion.com

Find your Sales Rep

info@sciencecompanion.com
www.sciencecompanion.com
info@sciencecompanion.cominfo@sciencecompanion.com

Click either link

for more 

infomation!

The spirit of inquiry.  An invitation into curiosity.      The tools for success.
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